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Abstract—Mutation testing is one of the most powerful method-
ologies to evaluate the quality of test suites, and has also
been demonstrated to be effective for various other testing
and debugging problems, e.g., test generation, fault localization,
and program repair. However, despite various mutation testing
optimization techniques, mutation testing is still notoriously time-
consuming. Regression Testing Selection (RTS) has been widely
used to speed up regression testing. Given a new program
revision, RTS techniques only select and rerun the tests that
may be affected by code changes, since the other tests should
have the same results as the prior revision. To date, various
practical RTS tools have been developed and used in practice.
Intuitively, such RTS tools may be directly used to speed up
mutation testing of evolving software systems, since we can simply
recollect the mutation testing results of the affected tests while
directly obtaining the mutation testing results for the other tests
from the prior revision. However, to our knowledge, there is no
such study. Therefore, in this paper, we perform the first extensive
study (using 1513 revisions of 20 real-world GitHub Java projects,
totalling 83.26 Million LoC) on the effectiveness and efficiency
of various RTS techniques in speeding up mutation testing. Our
study results demonstrate that both file-level static and dynamic
RTS can achieve precise and efficient mutation testing, providing
practical guidelines for developers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mutation Testing [1, 2] was originally proposed to evaluate
the quality of software test suites. During mutation testing, a
number of mutants, each of which has small syntactic changes
compared to the original program to simulate potential faults,
will be generated based on a set of mutation operators, e.g.,
Removing Method Invocations (RMI) [3]. Then, each mutant
will be executed against the test suite to check whether the test
suite has different outcomes on the mutant and the original
program. If the test suite can distinguish the two, the mutant
is denoted as killed; otherwise, the mutant survived. Based on
the correlation between mutants and real faults, if a test suite
can kill more mutants, it may also detect more real faults.

Mutation testing is often considered as one of the most
powerful methodologies in evaluating test suite quality [4–
7]. To date, mutation testing has been used for test-suite
evaluation in a large number of software testing studies in
the literature [8]; mutation testing is also gaining more and
more adoptions among practitioners, e.g., mutation testing has
been used by developers of The Ladders, Sky, Amazon, State
Farm, Norways e-voting system, and the Linux kernel [3, 9–
11]. Furthermore, mutation testing has also been successfully

applied for various other testing and debugging problems, e.g.,
real fault simulation for software-testing experimentation [12–
15], automated test generation [16–18], fault localization [19–
22], and program repair [23–26].

Despite the effectiveness of mutation testing, the application
of mutation testing on real-world systems can still be quite
challenging. One of the major challenges is that mutation test-
ing can be extremely time consuming due to mutant execution
– it requires to execute each mutant against the test suites
under analysis. Researchers have proposed various techniques
to speed up mutation testing, e.g., selective mutation testing
that executes a subset of mutants to represent all the mu-
tants [6, 27–30], weakened mutation testing that executes each
mutant partially [31, 32], and predictive mutation testing that
predicts mutation testing results based on some easy-to-obtain
features (without actual mutant execution) [33]. Although such
techniques can speed up mutation testing to some extent, they
may provide rather imprecise mutation testing results.

Researchers have also proposed the regression mutation
testing (ReMT) technique [34] to speed up mutation testing
of evolving software systems while providing precise mu-
tation testing results (i.e., producing mutation results close
to the traditional un-optimized mutation testing). The basic
idea of ReMT is that the high cost of mutation testing can
be amortized during software evolution. Based on dynamic
coverage collection and static control-flow graph reachability
analysis, ReMT incrementally updates the mutation testing
results for a new revision based on the mutation testing results
of an old revision. ReMT has been shown to be effective
in reducing mutation testing cost, and can be combined with
other optimization techniques for even faster mutation testing.
However, due to the fine-grained analysis and complicated
design, there is no practical tool support for ReMT.

Regression Test Selection (RTS) aims to speed up regression
testing via only selecting and rerunning the tests that are
affected by code changes during software evolution [35–42]. A
RTS technique is safe if it selects all the tests that may be af-
fected by the code changes. A typical RTS technique computes
test dependencies at certain granularity (e.g., method or file
level) and then selects all the tests whose dependencies overlap
with code changes. Various dynamic and static RTS techniques
at different granularities have been proposed: while dynamic
RTS techniques [35, 42] trace test dependencies dynamically



via code instrumentation, static RTS techniques [43] use
static analysis to over-approximate test dependencies. To date,
various mature RTS tools (e.g., Ekstazi [44], STARTS [45],
and FaultTracer [46]) have been publicly available, and have
been adopted by practitioners (e.g., Ekstazi has been applied to
Apache Camel [47], Apache Commons Math [48], and Apache
CXF [49]). Our key insight is that we can simply rerun the
mutation testing results for the affected tests computed by such
mature RTS tools for practical regression mutation testing.
The reason is that the unaffected tests do not cover code
changes, and thus may have the same mutation testing results
as the prior revision. Therefore, in this paper, we perform
the first extensive study on speeding up mutation testing via
RTS techniques using 1513 revisions of 20 real-world GitHub
Java projects, totalling 83.26 Million LoC. Since different RTS
techniques may perform differently for mutation testing, we
consider state-of-the-art dynamic and static, as well as file-
level and method-level RTS techniques.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• Insight We propose the first attempt to directly apply

RTS techniques for practical regression mutation testing.
• Study: We perform an extensive study of various practical

RTS techniques (e.g., Ekstazi, STARTS, and FaultTracer)
on speeding up mutation testing (using the PIT tool) of 20
open-source GitHub Java programs with 1513 revisions,
totalling 83.26 Million LoC. To our knowledge, this is
the largest scale study on mutation testing.

• Findings: We find that surprisingly both file-level static
and dynamic RTS techniques can be used for precise and
efficient regression mutation testing, while the dynamic
method-level RTS tends to be less precise, providing
important guidelines for practical mutation testing.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces the preliminaries for mutation test-
ing (Section II-A) and regression test selection (Section II-B).

A. Mutation Testing

Mutation testing is a fault-based testing methodology for
evaluating the quality of test suites, which was firstly proposed
by DeMillo et al. [1] and Hamlet [2]. Given a program P
under analysis, mutation testing applies a set of mutation
operators to generate a set of mutants M for P . Each
mutation operator applies a transformation rule (e.g., negating
a conditional statement from if (x>0) to if (x<=0)) to
generate mutants; each mutant m ∈ M is the same as the
original P except the mutated program statement. Then, all
the mutants in M are executed against the test suite T of
P to evaluate its effectiveness – for each mutant m, when
the execution of t ∈ T on m has different result from the
execution of t on P , m is killed by t; otherwise, m survives.
In this way, mutation testing results can be represented as a
mutation matrix [34]:

Definition 2.1 (Mutation Matrix): A mutation matrix is a
function MEM : M × T → {?, m, 3, 7} that maps a
mutant m ∈ M and a test t ∈ T to: (1) ? if t has not been

1 public class A {
2 public int m1(int a){
3 return a + 1;
4 }
5 }
6 public class B extends A{
7 public int m1(int a){
8 if (a>0){
9 return a + 2;

10 }
11 else{
12 return C.m3(a);
13 }
14 }
15 public int m2(int a){
16 return a − 1;
17 }
18 }
19 public class C{
20 public static int m3(int a){
21 - return a+2;
22 + return a+3;
23 }
24 }

1 public class T1 {
2 public void test1() {
3 A a = new A();
4 assertEquals(11,a.m1(10));
5 }
6 }
7 public class T2 {
8 public void test2() {
9 A a = new B();

10 assertTrue(a.m1(0)>=2);
11 }
12 }
13 public class T3 {
14 public void test3() {
15 A a = new B();
16 assertEquals(9,a.m2(10));
17 }
18 }
19 public class T4 {
20 public void test4() {
21 A a = new B();
22 assertEquals(12,a.m1(10));
23 }
24 }

Fig. 1: Example code
TABLE I: Old version mutation test result

Mutant Statement Mutated Statement T1 T2 T3 T4

m1 n3 return a−1; 3 m m m
m2 n3 return 11; 7 m m m
m3 n8 if(a<0) m 7 m 7
m4 n16 return a−2; m m 3 m
m5 n21 return (−−a)+2; m 3 m m

executed on m and thus the result is unknown, (2) m if the
execution of t cannot execute the mutated statement in m (in
this case m cannot be killed by test t and does not even need
to be executed against the test), (3) 7 if t executes the mutated
statement but does not kill m, and (4) 3 if t kills m.

To illustrate, Figure 1 shows an example program and its
corresponding test suite. The program is changed from an old
revision into a new revision by modifying Class C. Following
Definition 2.1, the mutation matrix for the old revision of the
program is presented in Table I. Given such mutation testing
results, developers can get feedbacks about the limitations of
the existing test suites from the surviving mutants. Based on
the mutation matrix, the ratio of killed mutants (i.e., mutation
score [50]) can be easily computed and has been widely
recognized as one of the most powerful methodologies for
test suite evaluation. Note that in practice, partial mutation
matrices [34], which aborts executing remaining tests against
a mutant once the mutant is killed, have been widely used for
computing mutation scores for sake of efficiency, since they
return the same mutation scores as the original full mutation
matrices. Besides its original application for evaluating test
suite effectiveness, now it has also been successfully applied
in various other testing and debugging problems, e.g., it has
been applied for simulating real faults for testing experi-
ments [12, 13, 15], guiding automated test generation [16–18],
boosting fault localization [19–22], and transforming code for
automated program repair [23–26].

B. Regression Test Selection

Regression test selection (RTS) [35–42] is one of the most
widely used approaches to speeding up regression testing. The



main purpose of RTS is to reduce regression testing efforts
by just re-running the tests affected by code changes, since
the tests not affected by code changes should not change
their outcomes in the new revision. In the literature, various
dynamic and static RTS techniques have been proposed.
Dynamic RTS techniques [35, 36, 38–40, 42] collect the test
dependency information dynamically when executing tests on
the old revision; then any tests whose dependencies overlap
with code changes get selected. Although widely studied and
used, dynamic RTS may not be suitable when dynamic test
dependencies are not available, challenging to collect (e.g.,
code instrumentation for collecting dynamic test dependencies
may cause timeouts or interrupt normal test run for real-time
systems), or even unsafe (e.g., dynamic test dependencies for
code with non-determinism may not cover all the possible
traces, thus making RTS unsafe). Therefore, researchers have
also proposed static RTS techniques [37, 41, 43, 51] to use
static analysis to over-approximate the test dependencies. For
both static and dynamic RTS, test dependencies and code
changes can be computed at different granularities (e.g., file
and method levels). Since prior work has demonstrated that
file-level RTS performs the best for both static and dynamic
RTS [35, 43], we introduce the basics of state-of-the-art file-
level RTS techniques in the rest of this section.

1) Static RTS: STARTS [43] is state-of-the-art static file-
level RTS technique based on class firewall analysis. STARTS
computes the set of classes that might be affected by the
changes and builds a “firewall” around those classes; then, any
test classes within the class firewall can potentially be affected
by code changes and are selected as affected tests. The notion
of firewall analysis was first proposed by Leung et al. [52]
to compute the code modules that might be affected by code
changes. Then, Kung et al. [37] further proposed the notion
of class firewall analysis by considering the characteristics
of object-oriented languages, such as inheritance. STARTS
performs class firewall analysis based on the Intertype Relation
Graph (IRG) proposed by Orso et al. [38] to consider the
specific features of the Java programming language. Formally,
IRG can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.2 (Intertype Relation Graph): The intertype
relation graph of a given program is a triple 〈N , Ei, Eu〉 where:
• N is the set of nodes representing all classes or interfaces;
• Ei ⊆ N × N is the set of inheritance edges; there exists

an edge 〈n1, n2〉 ∈ Ei if type n1 inherits from n2, or
implements the n2 interface;

• Eu ⊆ N ×N is the set of use edges; there exists an edge
〈n1, n2〉 ∈ Eu if type n1 uses any element of n2 (e.g., via
field accesses and method invocations).
Based on IRG, the class firewall can be computed as:
Definition 2.3 (Class Firewall): The class firewall for a set

of changed types τ ⊆ N is computed over the IRG 〈N , Ei, Eu〉
using as the transitive closure: firewall(τ) = τ ◦E∗, where ◦
is the relational product, E denotes the inverse of all use and
inheritance edges, i.e., (Ei∪Eu)−1, and ∗ denotes the reflexive
and transitive closure.

To illustrate, class C is changed during software evolution

(a) STARTS (b) Ekstazi
Fig. 2: Static and dynamic RTS example

for the example program in Figure 1. Here, we apply STARTS
to select the affected tests to test the revision. Figure 2(a)
shows the class firewall analysis results using STARTS. In the
IRG, the use and inheritance edges are marked with labels
“u” and “i”, respectively. The dashed area is the class firewall
analysis results, i.e., all the classes within the dashed area can
potentially reach the changed class (marked in gray), and thus
be affected by the changed class. In this way, Test T2, T3 and
T4 are all within the class firewall, and are selected.

2) Dynamic RTS: Ekstazi [35] is state-of-the-art dynamic
RTS technique based on file-level test dependencies. When
executing the tests on the old program revision, Ekstazi per-
forms on-the-fly bytecode instrumentation to record the class
files used by each test. Then, given the new program revision,
Ekstazi computes the changed class files via Checksum dif-
ferencing, and selects any tests whose file-level dependencies
involve the changed classes. Although a number of dynamic
RTS techniques based on finer-granularity analysis have been
proposed, they may incur large overhead due to the finer-
grained analysis. The Ekstazi work [44] shows that compared
with the method-level dynamic FaultTracer technique [42],
Ekstazi can greatly save the end-to-end testing time, i.e.,
including both test execution time and RTS overhead. The Ek-
stazi tool now has been integrated with various build systems
(including Ant, Maven, and Gradle), and has been adopted by
practitioners from the Apache Software Foundation.

To illustrate, Figure 2(b) presents the RTS process using
Ekstazi. Shown in the figure, for each test, Ekstazi dynamically
traces the set of class files used by it in the old revision. Then,
Ekstazi simply selects the tests that execute changed classes
as the affected tests. In this example, only T2 executes the
changed class (marked in gray) in the old revision, and thus is
selected for rerun. Note that Ekstazi may select less tests than
STARTS since STARTS use static dependency information to
over-approximate the potential test dependencies.

III. STUDIED APPROACH

In this section, we first present the overview of the studied
approach, i.e., speeding up mutation testing via RTS (Sec-
tion III-A). Then, we use examples to illustrate the studied ap-
proach (Section III-B). Finally, we present the measurements
that are suitable to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of
the studied approach (Section III-C).

A. Overview

Algorithm 1 presents the overview of RTS-based regression
mutation testing. The inputs include two program revisions



during software evolution (i.e., P1 and P2), the regression
test suite (i.e., T ), the mutation matrix collected on the old
revision (denoted asMEM1), and the configuration argument
indicating whether to collect partial mutation matrices (de-
noted as Partial). The output is the mutation matrix for the
new program revision. Shown in the algorithm, Line 2 first
initializes MEM2 as empty. Line 3 then performs RTS to
select the affected tests. Note that the algorithm is general
for Ekstazi, STARTS, or any other RTS techniques. Line 4
generates all the mutants for P2. Then, for each mutant of
P2, the algorithm tries to collect its mutation testing results.
For each test, the algorithm checks whether it is selected as
affected tests. For each selected affected test, the algorithm
runs the test on the mutant and store the mutant execution re-
sults inMEM2 (Lines 7-8). Note that most modern mutation
testing tools (e.g., PIT [3], Major [53], and Javalanche [54])
will be able to skip executing a test on a mutant when the test
does not cover the mutated statement of the mutant, and thus
here we apply the same optimization. For each unselected test,
the algorithm simply copies its mutant execution results from
prior revision into MEM2 (Line 10). Note that Lines 11-13
are only enabled when collecting partial regression mutation
matrix, i.e., aborting test execution for each mutant as soon as
the mutant is killed. Finally, the algorithm returns the collected
MEM2 as the resulting mutation matrix.

Note that although the algorithm is surprisingly simple,
it actually supports both full and partial mutation testing.
Furthermore, it handles various corner cases in practice: (1)
when a test is newly added, a practical RTS tool (such as
STARTS and Ekstazi) will always select it, thus its mutation
testing results can be collected by the algorithm; (2) when a
test is deleted during software evolution, it will not be within
the current test suite T , thus its mutation testing results will not
be collected; (3) when a mutant is newly added due to code
modifications, tests covering the code modifications will be
selected, and thus its mutation testing results will be collected;
(4) when a mutant is deleted due to code modifications, all the
tests covering it will be selected, making it no longer available
in the resulting mutation matrix. However, it does not mean
that the algorithm always provides the same results as simply
rerunning all tests on all mutants. We will provide detailed
analysis in our next subsection.

B. Analysis and Illustration

We now illustrate the RTS-based regression mutation testing
using the example program in Figure 1. Note that we only
illustrate the full mutation matrix collection, since the partial
matrices can be collect in similar ways. The two program
revisions and the test suite are already shown in Figure 1,
the full mutation matrix for the old version has already been
shown in Table I. The expected full mutation matrix for the
new revision (via running all mutants against all tests for the
new revision) is shown in Table II. Note that due to software
revision, mutation testing results for mutant m3 have changed,
while both mutant m5 itself and its mutation results have

Algorithm 1: RTS-based mutation testing
Input: Old program P1, new program P2, test suite T , old mutation matrix

MEM1, partial matrix tag Partial
Output: New mutation matrix MEM2

1 begin
// Initialize the new mutant execution matrix

2 MEM2 ← ∅
// Perform RTS to selected affected tests

3 Ts ← RTS(P1,P2, T )
// Generate mutants for P2

4 M2 ←MutGen(P2)
5 for m ∈ M2 do
6 for t ∈ T do
7 if t ∈ Ts then

/* Execute the test against the mutant,
and record results */

8 MEM2 ← Execute(t,m)

9 else
/* Copy mutant execution results from the

old version */
10 MEM2 ←MEM1(t,m)

11 /* Only enabled for collecting partial
mutant execution matrix: abort test
execution against a mutant once the mutant
is killed */

12 if Partial ∧M× T = 3 then
13 Break;

14 return MEM2 // Return the final mutation matrix

TABLE II: New version mutation test result
Mutant Statement Mutant Statement T1 T2 T3 T4

m1 n3 return a−1; 3 m m m
m2 n3 return 11; 7 m m m
m3 n8 if(a<0) m 7 m 3
m4 n16 return a−2; m m 3 m
m5 n22 return (−−a)+3; m 7 m m

changed. We now show how STARTS and Ekstazi can be
applied for regression mutation testing.

Shown in Section II-B1, the STARTS technique selects
tests T2, T3, and T4. Therefore, for each mutant of the new
revision, its execution results on T1 can be directly copied
from the old revision, while its execution results on all the
other tests have to be recollected. In this way, we have the
resulting mutation matrix shown in Table III. Shown in the
table, with STARTS, only 4 out of the 6 mutant-test cells
need to be collected via mutation testing, and the mutation
results for both mutants m2 and m5 (which are the only
two mutants with different results in the two revisions) are
correctly updated. On the contrary, shown in Section II-B2,
the Ekstazi technique only selects test T2 for the new revision.
Therefore, for each mutant of the new revision, only T2 needs

TABLE III: Regression mutation testing via STARTS
Mutant Statement Mutant Statement T1 T2 T3 T4

m1 n3 return a−1; 3 m m m
m2 n3 return 11; 7 m m m
m3 n8 if(a<0) m 7 m 3
m4 n16 return a−2; m m 3 m
m5 n22 return (−−a)+3; m 7 m m

TABLE IV: Regression mutation testing via Ekstazi
Mutant Statement Mutant Statement T1 T2 T3 T4

m1 n3 return a−1; 3 m m m
m2 n3 return 11; 7 m m m
m3 n8 if(a<0) m 7 m 7
m4 n16 return a−2; m m 3 m
m5 n22 return (−−a)+3; m 7 m m



to be executed for mutation testing. The resulting matrix is
shown in Table IV. Shown in the table, with Ekstazi, only
2 out of the 6 mutant-test cells need to be recollected, even
faster than regression mutation testing via STARTS. However,
although Ekstazi is able to correctly update the mutation
results for mutant m5, it fails to correctly update the mutation
results for mutant m3, which should be killed by T4.

We further analyze the different performance by Ekstazi and
STARTS in terms of both time savings and mutation testing
precision. Shown in prior work [43], STARTS uses static
analysis to over-approximate test dependencies, and selects
any test that may potentially reach code changes. In terms of
time savings, STARTS may perform worse than Ekstazi due
to the more conservative selection (for both regression testing
and mutation testing). This is also confirmed in our example,
on which STARTS runs 4 mutant-test cells, while Ekstazi runs
only 2. However, in terms of mutation testing precision, the
conservative selection by STARTS may actually be beneficial.
For two program revisions P1 and P2, if test t’s dynamic
dependencies (e.g., computed by Ekstazi) on P1 do not touch
code changes between P1 and P2, t’s execution on P2 should
be the same as P1 (unless the code is non-deterministic), thus
Ekstazi is safe for regression testing. However, t’s execution on
a mutant of P1 may be diverged (e.g., the mutant may negate
a branch statement) and execute code changes. Therefore,
the mutation testing results of t may change for P2, making
Ekstazi unsafe for mutation testing. On the contrary, when
test t’s static dependencies (e.g., computed by STARTS) do
not touch code changes, the execution of t on a mutant also
may not touch code changes. The reason is that traditional
mutation operators (e.g., all the mutation operators used by
modern mutation tools such as PIT [3], Major [53], and
Javalanche [54]) change program statements within method
bodies, and usually cannot diverge program execution to the
statically unreachable code. In our study, we further investigate
the mutation testing precision issues in real-world systems.

C. Measurements

We now talk about the metrics to evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the RTS-based regression mutation testing.

1) Effectiveness: Error Cells In the mutation matrix, each
test has an execution result on each mutant. Thus, a test and a
mutant can compose a mutant-test cell. The error cell metric
measures the number of cells with different execution results
between the actual and the RTS-based mutation matrices. To
illustrate, there is one error cell (m3-T4) between Ekstazi
mutation matrix (Table IV) and the actual new mutation matrix
(Table II). On the contrary, the regression mutation matrix
collected by STARTS (Table III) is exactly the same as the
actual mutation matrix, and does not have any error cell.

Error Mutation Score The users often use the mutation
score information (e.g., the ratio of mutants killed by tests) to
evaluate test effectiveness. Therefore, we also compute error
mutation score as the difference in mutation scores of the
actual mutation matrix and the mutation matrix collected via
RTS, i.e., |MSactual −MSRTS |. For our example, 3 out of

the 5 mutants are killed in the actual mutation matrix of the
new revision, i.e., mutation score is 60%. When using both
Ekstazi and STARTS, the regression mutation score is also
60%, indicating 0% error mutation score.

2) Efficiency: Test-level Reduction shows the ratio of tests
reduced by RTS. For example, Ekstazi and STARTS select
1 and 3 out of the 4 tests, respectively; thus, the test-level
reduction for Ekstazi/STARTS is 75%/25%.

Mutant-level Reduction indicates the ratio of mutants re-
quiring at least one test execution. For example, for STARTS, 3
of the 5 mutants require at least one test execution, indicating a
mutant-level reduction of 40%; for Ekstazi, 2 of the 5 mutants
require at least one test execution, i.e., 60% reduction.

Cell-level Reduction measures the ratio of mutant-test cells
requiring execution. Note that we only consider the mutant-
test cells where the tests executes the corresponding mutated
statements, since the other cells cannot be killed and do not
need execution. For example, for STARTS, 4 out of 6 mutant-
test cells require execution, indicating a cell-level reduction
of 33.3%; for Ekstazi, 2 out of 6 mutant-test cells require
execution, indicating a cell-level reduction of 66.7%.

Time Reduction All the above efficiency metrics do not
consider the actual mutation testing time savings. Therefore,
this metric measures the actual mutation testing time reduction.

IV. EVALUATION
A. Research Questions

We study the following Research Questions (RQs):
• RQ1: how do state-of-the-art static and dynamic RTS

techniques perform in terms of regression mutation test-
ing effectiveness?

• RQ2: how do state-of-the-art static and dynamic RTS
techniques perform in terms of regression mutation test-
ing efficiency?

• RQ3: how do different test dependency granularities
impact the effectiveness and efficiency of RTS-based
regression mutation testing?

• RQ4: how do state-of-the-art static and dynamic RTS
techniques perform in partial regression mutation testing?

Note that we evaluate RTS in collecting full mutation matrices
first, and in collecting partial matrices in RQ4.

B. Subject Systems

We used 20 real-world Java projects from GitHub as our
subject systems. The selected subject systems have been
widely used on regression testing or mutation testing re-
search [10, 33, 55, 56]. Following prior work on regression
test selection [43], for each project, we start from the HEAD
revision, and obtain the 100 most recent revisions. Then, we
keep all the revisions on which we can successfully run (1)
mvn test, (2) the used PIT mutation testing tool, and (3)
the studied RTS tools (e.g., Ekstazi, STARTS, and Fault-
Tracer). Table V shows the detailed information about the used
projects. In the table, Columns 1 and 2 present the project IDs
and names. Column “SHA” presents the SHA for the HEAD
revision of each project, while Column “REVS” presents the



TABLE V: Projects used in study
ID PROJECT NAME SHA TESTS REVS KLOC
p1 HikariCP 980d8d 1922.31 92 14.89
p2 commons-io fedbfc 99.00 74 55.43
p3 OpenTripPlanner 3cb177 138.55 86 145.81
p4 commons-functor 5d6b05 156.51 40 38.98
p5 commons-lang 013621 142.06 100 136.86
p6 commons-net 2b0f33 42.78 100 58.46
p7 commons-text aa2a77 42.20 96 26.13
p8 commons-validator 4f60e5 69.04 97 31.12
p9 compile-testing e4269a 9.57 73 6.07
p10 invokebinder 004d2f 3.07 100 4.31
p11 logstash-logback-encoder 4336fd 40.76 95 15.28
p12 commons-codec 1a4d9c 51.65 79 34.15
p13 commons-dbutils 633749 26.28 66 12.44
p14 commons-scxml eac3f6 353.22 37 27.47
p15 commons-csv ed6adc 14.18 89 10.15
p16 commons-jexl f4babe 43.00 39 36.02
p17 la4j db2041 39.00 39 59.64
p18 commons-cli b486fb 24.48 96 11.28
p19 commons-math 79c471 436.48 72 316.22
p20 asterisk-java 684be6 39.00 40 81.98

number of revisions used for each project. Column “TESTS”
presents the average number of tests for all the used revisions
of each project. Finally, Column “kLOC” presents the average
size information for all the revisions of each project. Shown
in the table, the sizes of our subject systems range from 4.31K
lines of the code (LoC) per revision (invokebinder, with
100 revisions) to 316.22K LoC per revision (commonsmath,
with 72 revisions). In total, all the 1513 studied revisions
have in total 83.26 Million LoC, and represent the largest
experimental study for mutation testing to our knowledge.

C. Experimental Setup

In this study, we use the PIT [3] mutation testing tool
(with all its 16 mutation operators in Version 1.1.5), since
it has been demonstrated to be one of the most robust and
efficient mutation testing tools for Java, and has been widely
used in prior mutation-testing-related studies [10, 33, 55, 56].
The original PIT implementation aborts test execution for a
mutant once it is killed and thus only supports partial mutation
testing; to also support full mutation testing, following August
et al. [55], we force PIT to execute each mutant against the
remaining tests even after the mutant is killed. To study the
effectiveness and efficiency of static/dynamic RTS tools on
regression mutation testing, we apply STARTS and Ekstazi,
since they have been shown to represent state-of-the-art RTS
tools [35, 43]. Since both STARTS and Ekstazi are file-level
RTS techniques, to further explore the impact of RTS with
different test dependency granularities on regression mutation
testing, we also study state-of-the-art dynamic method-level
RTS technique, FaultTracer [42]. Note that we do not study
the static method-level RTS since prior work has demonstrated
that it is both imprecise and unsafe compared with the file-
level RTS STARTS [43].

We now briefly describe our experimental setup. Our
goal is to study the effectiveness and efficiency of vari-
ous state-of-the-art RTS techniques on mutation testing. For
each studied RTS technique on each subject system, we
first obtain the SHA list of studied revisions of the sub-
ject system from GitHub. Then for every revision of the

subject, we go through the following steps. (1) We make
sure mvn test can pass all the tests. (2) We then perform
full mutation testing using PIT (e.g., with command mvn
org.pitest-maven:mutationCoverage) to get the
actual mutation testing results for the revision. (3) We run the
studied RTS techniques to select the affected tests for the revi-
sion (e.g., with command mvn ekstazi:ekstazi for Ek-
stazi, and command mvn starts:starts for STARTS).
(4) We collect the regression mutation testing matrices via only
rerunning the affected tests for each mutant while copying the
results for other tests from the prior revision (Algorithm 1). (5)
Finally, we compare our RTS-based mutation testing matrix
with the actual mutation testing matrix to get effectiveness
and efficiency metrics. For time reduction, we record both the
RTS-based mutation testing time and the RTS overhead.

D. Result and Analysis

1) RQ1: Effectiveness: Table VI shows the effectiveness of
Ekstazi and STARTS in regression mutation testing. In the
table, Columns 1 and 2 present the project name and the
average mutation score for all the revisions of each project.
The mutation scores range from 6.77% to 84.43%, indicating
that we cover a variety of test suites with different effective-
ness for evaluating RTS-based mutation testing. Columns 3-5
and Columns 6-8 present the error cell and error mutation
score metrics when using Ekstazi. Similarly, Columns 9-11
and Columns 12-14 present the error cell and error mutation
score metric values when using STARTS. Based on the table,
we have the following observations. First, surprisingly, the
average error mutation score values across all projects are
only 0.0423% and 0.0364% when using Ekstazi and STARTS,
respectively. Similarly, the average error cell values are only
381.93 and 356.23 when using Ekstazi and STARTS, respec-
tively. The observation demonstrates the effectiveness of using
both Ekstazi and STARTS for regression mutation testing.
The reason is that even using dynamic file-level RTS (such
as Ekstazi), mutations that diverge test execution may not
incur the test to touch a new class/file, making file-level RTS
relatively safe for mutation testing. Second, we observe that
STARTS has less error mutation score or error cell values
than Ekstazi. As also shown in Section III-B, the reason
is that STARTS relies on static test dependencies computed
via over-approximation which may not be diverged to touch
code changes after mutation if the original static dependencies
cannot reach code changes. Finally, even STARTS can also
incur imprecision in mutation score (although it is negligible),
while STARTS may not have any imprecision issue according
to our analysis in Section III-B. We look into the code, and
find that the imprecision was due to the unsafe STARTS test
selection incurred by the use of Java reflections (also observed
in prior RTS study [43]). In summary, both dynamic and static
file-level RTS can be used for precise regression mutation
testing, and STARTS tends to be slightly more precise.

To further investigate the effectiveness of RTS-based muta-
tion testing, we also study the effectiveness of directly copying
entire mutation matrices from the previous version. Table VII



TABLE VI: Effectiveness of Ekstazi and STARTS
Project Name Mutation Score Ekstazi STARTS

Error Cells Error Mutation Score Error Cells Error Mutation Score
min max avg min max avg min max avg min max avg

HikariCP 23.24% 0 861 20.3 0.0000% 1.61% 0.0418% 0 197 2.16 0.0000% 0.51% 0.0056%
commons-io 32.03% 0 3479 289.32 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0052% 0 3921 449.67 0.0000% 0.09% 0.0131%
OpenTripPlanner 6.89% 0 107 8.26 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0109% 0 26 3.01 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0037%
commons-functor 6.77% 0 1 0.36 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0024% 0 1 0.36 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0024%
commons-lang 78.75% 0 6036 320.88 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0238% 0 6036 260.51 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0206%
commons-net 23.16% 0 3319 116.74 0.0000% 0.03% 0.0048% 0 3319 116.74 0.0000% 0.03% 0.0048%
commons-text 74.08% 0 322 19.47 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0106% 0 322 19.47 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0106%
commons-validator 67.73% 0 6191 97.35 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 6191 97.39 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
compile-testing 56.22% 0 704 19.19 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0038% 0 704 19.19 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0038%
invokebinder 42.65% 0 677 11.12 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0005% 0 677 16.64 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0005%
logstash-logback-encoder 54.24% 0 109 12.55 0.0000% 0.62% 0.1160% 0 192 18.21 0.0000% 0.38% 0.1108%
commons-codec 77.90% 0 262 19.71 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0170% 0 262 19.71 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0170%
commons-dbutils 46.23% 0 3398 418.51 0.0000% 0.50% 0.0276% 0 3398 391.57 0.0000% 0.50% 0.0276%
commons-scxml 44.50% 0 10275 314.22 0.0000% 0.47% 0.0558% 0 10275 301.08 0.0000% 0.47% 0.0325%
commons-csv 71.87% 0 2507 94.41 0.0000% 0.75% 0.1456% 0 2507 94.2 0.0000% 0.75% 0.1405%
commons-jexl 46.10% 0 8364 855.47 0.0000% 0.63% 0.0960% 0 8364 693.63 0.0000% 0.63% 0.0759%
la4j 57.62% 0 367 40.79 0.0000% 0.02% 0.0030% 0 17 1.54 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0007%
commons-cli 84.43% 0 2355 85.42 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 2355 83.37 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
commons-math 71.47% 265 60361 4894.31 0.0523% 0.57% 0.2800% 3 60361 4535.89 0.0026% 0.57% 0.2572%
asterisk-java 17.88% 0 2 0.28 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 2 0.28 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
Average 49.19% 13 5485 381.93 0.0026% 0.29% 0.0423% 0 5456 356.23 0.0001% 0.22% 0.0364%

TABLE VII: Effectiveness of mutation testing without RTS
Project Name Mutation Score Error Cells Error Mutation Score

min max avg min max avg
HikariCP 23.24% 5 5794 731.98 0.0000% 11.42% 0.6342%
commons-io 32.03% 9 8102 2897.43 0.0030% 0.74% 0.2899%
OpenTripPlanner 6.89% 0 107 12.61 0.0000% 0.13% 0.0143%
commons-functor 6.77% 0 43 1.46 0.0000% 0.26% 0.0214%
commons-lang 78.75% 14 13160 1137.78 0.0010% 0.41% 0.0256%
commons-net 23.16% 0 6466 248.81 0.0000% 0.40% 0.0132%
commons-text 74.08% 0 2395 265.85 0.0000% 1.58% 0.1226%
commons-validator 67.73% 0 12381 439.29 0.0000% 0.53% 0.0271%
compile-testing 56.22% 0 5971 413.96 0.0000% 16.77% 0.4462%
invokebinder 42.65% 0 1352 126.87 0.0000% 16.77% 0.5993%
logstash-logback-encoder 54.24% 3 743 122.62 0.0000% 2.33% 0.2397%
commons-codec 77.90% 0 1497 107.67 0.0000% 1.07% 0.0640%
commons-dbutils 46.23% 0 5184 890.42 0.0000% 3.06% 0.1805%
commons-scxml 44.50% 0 38543 22354.63 0.0000% 1.79% 0.4094%
commons-csv 71.87% 0 5002 306.98 0.0000% 1.88% 0.1766%
commons-jexl 46.10% 1755 143337 74685.79 0.0209% 1.96% 0.6944%
la4j 57.62% 8 43602 5846.15 0.0000% 2.02% 0.2297%
commons-cli 84.43% 0 4710 365.23 0.0000% 0.52% 0.0192%
commons-math 71.47% 750 102228 7398.85 0.0016% 2.86% 0.1520%
asterisk-java 17.88% 0 170 16.77 0.0000% 0.06% 0.0083%
Average 49.19% 127 20039 5919 0.0013% 3.33% 0.2183%

shows the results for this baseline technique. Columns 1-
2 present the project names and average mutation scores
of all versions for each subject. Columns 3-5 show error
cells of directly copying mutation matrices from the previous
version. Here, the average number of error cells is 5919,
much larger compared with Ekstazi (381.93) and STARTS
(356.23). Columns 6-8 show the error mutation scores, and
there are three projects with maximum error mutation scores
of even over than 10%. When further investigating the de-
tailed reason, we found that there are massive code changes
between such versions. For example, for project compile-
testing, the maximum error mutation score is 16.77% due to
the massive changes between version 5015d6 (with mutation
score of 38.15%) and version bf6de0 (with mutation score
of 54.92%). In contrast, when we apply regression mutation
testing here, the error mutation score is 0% using both Ekstazi
and STARTS, since all tests are affected here.

2) RQ2: Efficiency: Table VIII shows the time savings
achieved by Ekstazi and STARTS during regression mutation
testing. In the table, Column 1 lists all the studied projects.
Columns 2-4 present the average number of tests, mutants,
and mutant-test cells executed by the original full mutation
testing. Columns 5-7 present the test, mutant, and cell level
reduction when using Ekstazi. Similarly, Columns 8-10 present

the test, mutant and cell level reduction when using STARTS.
In terms of test-level reduction, Ekstazi and STARTS reduce
the number of tests by 78.30% and 73.31%, respectively,
indicating the effectiveness of both STARTS and Ekstazi in
test selection. We also use this metric to cross validate our
execution of STARTS and Ekstazi with prior RTS study,
and find that our numbers are consistent with prior RTS
work [43]. In terms of mutant-level reduction, Ekstazi and
STARTS reduce the number of executed mutants by 86.24%
and 84.79%, respectively. The difference is smaller than that of
the test-level reduction. In terms of the most precise cell-level
reduction, Ekstazi and STARTS reduce the number of mutant-
test cell executions by 92.07% and 90.80%, respectively. Note
that the cell-level reduction values are much higher than the
test or mutant level reduction values. The reason is that for
any unreduced mutant or test, there can still be mutant-test
cells that can be reduced by RTS. In summary, both Ekstazi
and STARTS can greatly reduce mutation testing costs.
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We further investigate the actual time savings achieved
by state-of-the-art file-level RTS. Since both Ekstazi and



TABLE VIII: Efficiency of Ekstazi and STARTS
Project Name Results Ekstazi STARTS

Tests Mutants Cells Test Level Mutant Level Cell Level Test Level Mutant Level Cell Level
HikariCP 1922.31 5523 672782 80.23% 78.84% 74.06% 75.41% 77.86% 71.93%
commons-io 99.00 10435 791820 39.04% 80.48% 79.24% 38.56% 79.37% 78.02%
OpenTripPlanner 138.55 12679 374177 81.92% 96.93% 88.24% 53.01% 95.14% 81.29%
commons-functor 156.51 7775 105144 93.23% 99.81% 98.76% 90.62% 99.63% 97.67%
commons-lang 142.06 37353 7274165 93.08% 91.27% 97.10% 80.97% 83.79% 93.92%
commons-net 42.78 14826 1017258 95.92% 98.96% 98.65% 95.83% 98.92% 98.56%
commons-text 42.20 7518 1281577 94.94% 92.89% 98.03% 95.12% 93.21% 98.11%
commons-validator 69.04 6680 2858829 96.92% 94.97% 98.79% 96.46% 94.42% 98.79%
compile-testing 9.57 3137 677448 75.60% 80.29% 93.24% 75.42% 80.04% 93.07%
invokebinder 3.07 1546 98889 63.22% 85.04% 91.77% 64.65% 87.22% 92.96%
logstash-logback-encoder 40.76 4068 698856 93.14% 92.76% 97.14% 94.44% 92.37% 97.04%
commons-codec 51.65 10533 2762729 97.46% 98.49% 99.58% 96.46% 97.69% 99.40%
commons-dbutils 26.28 2037 1309638 90.68% 91.36% 99.02% 86.72% 89.41% 98.63%
commons-scxml 353.22 9276 8911911 27.90% 61.70% 81.41% 17.41% 59.72% 79.94%
commons-csv 14.18 1336 352518 88.23% 84.55% 95.38% 85.35% 84.18% 95.01%
commons-jexl 43.00 33077 17435853 21.79% 61.70% 80.29% 17.75% 61.25% 79.73%
la4j 39.00 13561 3703834 49.64% 54.55% 79.95% 37.15% 49.43% 77.01%
commons-cli 24.48 2767 1480348 92.03% 90.36% 97.78% 90.09% 89.03% 97.25%
commons-math 436.48 113838 47057392 94.25% 91.99% 96.83% 85.28% 86.53% 93.80%
asterisk-java 57.00 18774 716054 96.78% 97.91% 96.18% 89.41% 96.54% 93.93%
Average 185.56 15837 4979061 78.30% 86.24% 92.07% 73.31% 84.79% 90.80%

TABLE IX: Effectiveness and Efficiency of Faulttracer
Project Name Efficiency Effectiveness

Test Level Cell Level Mutant Level Error Cells Error MS
min max avg min max avg

HikariCP 80.33% 78.74% 74.09% 0 8 15.13 0.0000% 1.61% 0.0510%
commons-io 42.46% 81.67% 80.55% 0 9 395.08 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0052%
OpenTripPlanner 85.99% 97.39% 90.07% 0 9 8.69 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0115%
commons-functor 93.37% 99.81% 98.76% 0 1 0.36 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0024%
commons-lang 96.99% 95.97% 98.79% 0 87 403.97 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0254%
commons-net 97.01% 99.18% 98.96% 0 99 119.93 0.0000% 0.03% 0.0048%
commons-text 95.45% 92.89% 98.05% 0 97 19.47 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0106%
commons-validator 98.24% 96.35% 99.32% 0 93 187.07 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
compile-testing 91.30% 92.58% 97.60% 0 98 117.22 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0038%
invokebinder 70.29% 87.91% 93.34% 0 677 14.6 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0005%
logstash-logback-encoder 94.87% 93.99% 97.78% 0 9 17.19 0.0000% 0.38% 0.1108%
commons-codec 99.23% 99.42% 99.88% 0 9 28.18 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0172%
commons-dbutils 93.89% 93.97% 99.21% 0 86 399.98 0.0000% 0.50% 0.0276%
commons-scxml 30.24% 62.33% 81.74% 0 9 401.53 0.0000% 0.47% 0.0774%
commons-csv 93.64% 89.84% 97.79% 0 9 124.45 0.0000% 0.75% 0.1550%
commons-jexl 37.03% 63.72% 82.97% 1217 8459 1728.55 0.0000% 0.77% 0.1792%
la4j 74.03% 67.81% 87.03% 1080 914 563.03 0.0000% 0.10% 0.0111%
commons-cli 94.65% 92.62% 98.44% 0 962 97.61 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
commons-math 97.50% 95.80% 98.31% 1084 8740 5123.69 0.0523% 0.89% 0.2944%
asterisk-java 99.41% 99.75% 99.64% 0 9 4.03 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
Average 83.30% 89.09% 93.62% 169 1019 448.49 0.0026% 0.31% 0.0494%

STARTS achieved similar reduction, here we only present
the actual time savings for Ekstazi on two example projects,
asterisk-java and commons-validator. The exper-
imental results on the other projects show similar trends.
Figures 3 and 4 present the mutation testing time costs before
and after using RTS. In each figure, the x-axis presents the
number of revisions studied for the project, the y-axis presents
the mutation testing time in seconds, the solid and dashed
lines present the actual time when applying original mutation
testing and Ekstazi-based mutation testing, respectively. From
the figures, we can observe that Ekstazi-based regression
mutation testing can significantly speed up mutation testing.
For example, the original mutation testing costs 1035.22 sec-
onds on average for asterisk-java, while Ekstazi-based
mutation testing only costs 54.37 seconds, indicating a reduc-
tion of 94.75%. Similarly, the original mutation testing costs
1372.35 seconds on average for commons-validator,
while Ekstazi-based mutation testing only costs 48.50 seconds,
indicating a reduction of 96.47%.

In addition, we also investigate the RTS overhead. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show the Ekstazi and STARTS overhead (i.e.,
end-to-end time including RTS analysis, selected test execu-
tion, and dependency collection) for asterisk-java and
commons-validator. From the figure, we can observe
that the cost of both static and dynamic RTS are negligible
compared to the mutation testing time, e.g., the average Ekstazi
and STARTS overhead for asterisk-java is only 7.71
seconds and 13.62 seconds, respectively.

In summary, file-level RTS techniques can significantly
speed up mutation testing with negligible overhead.

3) RQ3: Impact of Test Dependency Granularity: To further
study the impact of RTS with different granularity, we further
apply FaultTracer, state-of-the-art dynamic method-level RTS,
for regression mutation testing. We present the effectiveness
and efficiency of FaultTracer-based RTS in Table IX. In the
table, Column 1 lists all the projects. Columns 2-4 present the
test, mutant, and cell level reductions. The remaining columns
present the effectiveness metrics including both error cells
and error mutation scores. From the table, we can observe



TABLE X: Effectiveness of Partial Regression Mutation
Project Name Mutation Score Ekstazi STARTS

Error Cells Error Mutation Score Error Cells Error Mutation Score
min max avg min max avg min max avg min max avg

HikariCP 23.24% 0 104 3.56 0.0000% 1.61% 0.0418% 0 248 3.15 0.0000% 0.51% 0.0092%
commons-io 32.03% 0 17 3.26 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0071% 0 17 2.03 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0151%
OpenTripPlanner 6.89% 0 18 1.39 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0109% 0 6 0.47 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0037%
commons-functor 6.77% 0 1 0.18 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0024% 0 1 0.18 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0024%
commons-lang 78.75% 0 138 12.28 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0238% 0 27 9.64 0.0000% 0.07% 0.0206%
commons-net 23.16% 0 24 0.97 0.0000% 0.03% 0.0048% 0 24 0.97 0.0000% 0.03% 0.0048%
commons-text 74.08% 0 110 2.21 0.0000% 1.43% 0.0276% 0 110 2.21 0.0000% 1.43% 0.0276%
commons-validator 67.73% 0 2 0.44 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 18 0.84 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
compile-testing 56.22% 0 656 10.88 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0038% 0 656 10.88 0.0000% 0.14% 0.0038%
invokebinder 42.65% 0 1 0.01 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0005% 0 1 0.01 0.0000% 0.05% 0.0005%
logstash-logback-encoder 54.24% 0 100 6.46 0.0000% 0.62% 0.1160% 0 22 5.8 0.0000% 0.38% 0.1108%
commons-codec 77.90% 0 84 3.08 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0170% 0 84 3.08 0.0000% 0.08% 0.0170%
commons-dbutils 46.23% 0 258 12.22 0.0000% 0.50% 0.0276% 0 258 12.22 0.0000% 0.50% 0.0276%
commons-scxml 44.50% 0 349 121.25 0.0000% 0.96% 0.1779% 0 200 41.78 0.0000% 0.96% 0.1546%
commons-csv 71.87% 0 17 2.8 0.0000% 0.75% 0.1456% 0 17 2.66 0.0000% 0.75% 0.1405%
commons-jexl 46.10% 0 303 43.61 0.0000% 0.63% 0.0960% 0 295 32.34 0.0000% 0.63% 0.0759%
la4j 57.62% 0 26 1.1 0.0000% 0.02% 0.0030% 0 2 0.1 0.0000% 0.01% 0.0007%
commons-cli 84.43% 0 188 2.21 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 188 2.21 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
commons-math 71.47% 84 1471 422.46 0.0523% 0.57% 0.2820% 3 1471 380.32 0.0026% 0.57% 0.2572%
asterisk-java 17.88% 0 0 0.0 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000% 0 0 0.0 0.0000% 0.00% 0.0000%
Average 49.19% 4.2 193.35 32.52 0.0026% 0.39% 0.0494% 0.15 182.25 25.54 0.0001% 0.32% 0.0436%

that although FaultTracer has a higher test-level reduction
(83.30%) than Ekstazi and STARTS (consistent with prior
work [44]), the cell-level reduction is actually quite close to
that of Ekstazi and STARTS. This observation demonstrates
that finer-grained RTS does not provide clear benefits in effi-
ciency. Furthermore, FaultTracer incurs more severe mutation
testing precision issues. For example, on average, FaultTracer
incurs 448.49 error cells while Ekstazi/STARTS only incurs
381.93/356.45 error cells. The reason is that a test whose
method-level dependencies do not touch code changes may
very likely be diverged to cover other changed method-level
entities (whereas it is harder to diverge a test execution to
execute other changed file-level entities). Therefore, finer-
grained RTS brings more severe mutation testing precision
issues without clearly improving mutation testing efficiency.

4) RQ4: Partial regression mutation testing: In this RQ,
we further investigate the effectiveness of regression mutation
testing under the partial mutation testing scenario. In Table X,
Columns 1 and 2 show the project names and the average
mutation scores. They are the same as Table VI. Columns 3-
5 present the error cells and Columns 6-8 present the error
mutation scores when using Ekstazi. Similarly, Columns 9-
11 and Columns 12-14 present the error cells and error
mutation scores under STARTS. Based on the table, we have
the following observations. First, the average error cells are
32.52 and 25.55 when using Ekstazi and STARTS. The average
error cells are much fewer than those in the full regression
mutation testing scenario (381.93 and 356.23 for Ekstazi and
STARTS). Note that this is not because it is more accurate,
but because the partial mutation testing scenario at most only
has one killed test for each mutant, resulting in a much
smaller total number of mutation cells than full mutation
testing. Second, the average error mutation scores are only
slightly higher than those in the full regression mutation testing
scenario, e.g., 0.0494% and 0.0436% compared to 0.0423%
and 0.0364% when using Ekstazi and STARTS, respectively.
The slightly more inaccurate results here is because partial
mutation only collects one killing test for each mutant, making

imprecise results copied from pior versions have large impact
on mutation scores. Note that overall RTS-based regression
mutation testing still performs rather precisely in the partial
scenario, demonstrating its effectiveness for both scenarios.

E. Threats to Validity

1) Internal: To reduce the threats to internal validity, we
use state-of-the-art mature tools/techniques in our study. For
example, we choose Ekstazi and STARTS to represent file-
level dynamic and static RTS, and FaultTracer to represent
dynamic method-level RTS. We also use state-of-the-art PIT
mutation testing tool with all its 16 mutation operators. Fur-
thermore, we also cross-validate our results with prior RTS or
mutation studies.

2) External: Our experimental results might not generalize,
since the projects used in our study are just a subset of all
software systems and may not be representative. To reduce
the threats, we used 1513 revisions of 20 real-world GitHub
Java projects varying in size, application domain, number of
tests, and running time. Also, all the used projects are single-
module Maven projects for the ease of experimentation, and
the results might be different for multi-module Maven projects.
However, to our knowledge, this study already represent the
largest scale study in the mutation testing literature.

3) Construct: Construct validity is mainly concerned with
whether the used measurements are well designed and suitable
for our study. To reduce this threat, we apply widely used ef-
fectiveness and efficiency measurements for mutation testing.
For effectiveness, we use both the detailed error cell metric,
and the error mutation score metric, both of which have been
used in prior mutation testing work [33, 34]. For efficiency,
we study the actual time reduction, as well as the reductions
at the test, mutant, and cell levels.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Mutation testing

Research on speeding up mutation testing can be catego-
rized as: selective, weakened, and optimized mutation testing.



Selective mutation testing aims to select a representative
subset of mutants that can get the similar results with the
original entire set of mutants [57]. Wong and Mathur [29]
found that 2 mutation operators have close effectiveness with
all the 22 mutation operators in Mothra [58]. To ensure the
selected mutants can achieve the same results as the original
whole set of mutants, Offutt el al. [28] expanded the two
mutation operators into five mutation operators (which are
known as the five key mutation operators). Barbaosa et al. [59]
further proposed six guidelines about how to determine 10
key mutation operators. Namin et al. [27] then used variable
reduction to find 28 key mutation operators. Besides operator-
based mutant selection, Wong and Mathur [29] also investi-
gated random mutation selection using Mothra. Although there
is much less attention on random mutation selection, Zhang
et al. [6] found that actually random selection is not inferior
to operator-based mutant selection.
Weakened mutation testing provides another weaker defini-
tion of mutant killing. In traditional strong mutation, a mutant
is determined as killed by a test if and only if the final test
outcome differs on the mutant and the original program. How-
den [31] firstly proposed the idea of weak mutation testing,
which just checks whether the test has incurred a different
internal program state when executing the mutant. Woodward
and Halewood [32] later on further proposed the idea of firm
mutation testing, which is a spectrum of techniques between
weak and strong mutation testing.
Optimized mutation testing There are also a number of other
techniques that aim to provide more efficient ways to generate,
compile, and execute mutants. DeMillo et al. [60] proposed the
idea of compiler-integrated mutation, which can reduce the
cost of generating and compiling a large number of mutants.
Later on, Untch et al. [61] proposed the idea of schema-based
mutation, which can transform all mutants into one meta-
mutant that can be directly compiled by a standard compiler.
Researchers have also applied parallel processing techniques,
including vector processors [62], SIMD [63], and MIMD [64],
to speed up mutant execution. Offutt et al. [65] and Zhang
et al. [66] proposed techniques to prioritize and even reduce
tests to speed up mutant execution. Zhang et al. also proposed
ReMT, a regression mutation testing technique that leverages
program difference to reduce the cost of mutation testing.
However, due to the complicated design and the costly fine-
grained analysis, there is no practical tool supports for ReMT.
In contrast, in this work, we firstly demonstrate that the
existing off-the-shelf RTS tools can be directly applied for
regression mutation testing in practice.

B. Regression Test Selection

Regression test selection (RTS) [35–42, 67] has been exten-
sively studied for decades. Generally, RTS techniques can be
divided in to dynamic and static techniques.
Dynamic RTS Rothermel and Harrold [40, 68] proposed to
dynamically collect test dependencies via control-flow graph
(CFG) analysis for RTS. Harrold et al. [36] then extended it
to handle Java features and incomplete programs. Since it can

be extremely time consuming to apply CFG analysis to large
software systems, Orso et al. [38] investigated a two-phase
analysis: the first partitioning phase filters out non-affected
classes from an IRG, and the selection phase only performs
CFG analysis on the classes kept by the first phase. Ren et
al. [39] and Zhang et al. [42, 46] then applied method-level
change-impact analysis based on program call graphs for RTS.
Gligoric et al. [35] also proposed Ekstazi, which dynamically
compute test dependencies and changes at the class/file level.
While Ekstazi performs coarser-level analysis and might select
more tests, it has been demonstrated to have a significantly
lower end-to-end testing time due to the lightweight analysis.
Recently, Zhang [67] proposed to combine coarse and fine
grained analysis to further advance RTS.
Static RTS Kung et al. [37] firstly proposed the ideal of static
RTS based on class firewall. Ryder and Tip [41, 51] later on
investigated a static change-impact analysis technique based
on 0-CFA call graphs, and demonstrated that it can be used
for method-level static RTS. Badri et al. [69] further extended
the change-impact analysis technique with a CFG analysis to
ensure more precise impact analysis. Recently, Legunsen et
al. [43] implemented the traditional class firewall analysis as
a practical static RTS tool named STARTS, and performed
an extensive study of STARTS on a number of real-world
GitHub projects. The experimental results demonstrated that
STARTS can significantly outperform static method-level RTS,
and have close end-to-end testing time compared with Ekstazi,
thus representing state-of-the-art static RTS.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose the idea of directly applying
traditional RTS techniques for incrementally collecting mu-
tation testing results for evolving software systems. To eval-
uate the effectiveness and efficiency of RTS-based mutation
testing, we consider both state-of-the-art static and dynamic
RTS techniques, i.e., STARTS and Ekstazi. To evaluate the
impacts of RTS techniques using different test-dependency
granularities, we also study the method-level dynamic RTS
technique, FaultTracer. We then apply those RTS techniques to
perform regression mutation testing using state-of-the-art mu-
tation testing tool, PIT. 20 real-world GitHub projects (ranging
from 4.31 KLoC to 316.22 KLoC) totalling 1513 revisions and
83.26 Million LoC of code have been used for our extensive
study. The experimental results show that surprisingly both
file-level static and dynamic RTS can provide rather precise
and efficient regression mutation testing supports, while RTS
based on finer-grained analysis tends to be imprecise. Based on
our findings we encourage practitioners to apply file-level RTS
(which has practical off-the-shelf tool supports) for practical
regression mutation testing of evolving software systems.
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